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Abstract. Prediction of protein residue contact is one of the

important two-dimensional prediction tasks in protein structure

prediction. The residue contact map of protein contains information

which represents three-dimensional conformation of protein.

However the accuracy of the prediction is dependent on the type of
protein information used to distinguish between contacts or non-

contacts. According to CASP (Critical Assessment of Techniques of
Protein Structure Prediction) the accuracy of protein contact map

prediction is still low due to the behaviour of the predictors

developed where the predictors only effective against specific type

of protein stucture. In order to further improve the performance of
the predictor, effective features must be identified and used.

Therefore, this research is conducted to determine the effectiveness

of the existing features used in protein contact map prediction.

Keyrvords. protein residue contact map, support vector machine,

protein structure prediction

I Introduction

Bioinformatics is defined as a field of science that involve the application of statistics

and computer science in the field of biology. It is an emerging field undergoing rapid

growth in the past few decades. Bioinformatics at first is applied in the creation and

maintenance of database of biological information and currently also applied in tasks

like interpretation and analysis of biological data includes deoxyribonucleic acid

(DNA) sequences, ribonucleic acid (RNA) sequences, protein structures, protein

sequences and protein domains which referred as computational biology. The branch

of bioinformatics that consists of the analysis and prediction of three dimensional

structures of biological macromolecules such as DNA' RNA and proteins referred as
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structural bioinformatics. In structural bioinformatics, one of the challenges is the

prediction ofprotein structure. ,--_,_^--. L^r-. r
Proteinisoneofthemostimportantcompoundsinhumanbody.Functionofa

protein aennea by its stucture. notein sfuctures divided into few categories such as

primary structure, secondary structure, tertiary structure, and quatemary structure. A

ilt"tr consists of -or" thu' on" linear chain of amino acids that fr'ther fold into

p"i'p"p,iA"t of different structures and features' Protein sfucture prediction has

played an important role in proterl design.which is important in field such as

medicine. In protein tt u-t*J prediction,-different information of the protein has

beenusedandoneofthemisproteincontactmapwhichisusedinthisresearch.
piof"i" contact map is u "o-p# 

representation of three-dimensional conformations

of a protein. A contact map is a t*o-aimensional Boolean matrix representation of

pr",.i, ,or"*re, each of the dimensions is represented by residue number' while the

value is true when trr" *rr.tponding residues are spatial neighbours and false

ott"r*ir" [2]. hotein contact map is binary symmetric mafices where non-zero

;;il"r ;"pt;;tthe residue in contact [3] that shown below in Fig' 1'

AccordingtoFigurel.l,secondarystructuresarehighlightedalongtheboth
axis. Both a_helices anJ B-strands represented by black and grey respectively. while

at the left side, the ,tn 
"t*ut 

protein features are shown: (a) Anti-parallel sheet

"orriu"tr; 
(b) parallel sheet contacts; (c) contacts between helical regions. Generally, a

,.riar" p# consiaers as a contact when the distance between the residues within a

p"rt ir below a defined disknce threshold. The distance threshold is calculated in

'*g.n"- i1l *fri"fr',,"ur*e as 0.1 nanometre or I x 10-10 metres. h CASP, default

distance threshold used for assessment is 8A which is same as the threshold used in

this research.

Proceedingsofthe3rdMalaysianJointConferenceonArtificiallntelligence--- 
toth -22nd July 201i, uNlrEN Putrajaya campus' Malaysia

,,,;:mm; ",l,,lo ;;;";..,
Based on the researches done in the past decade, many techniques and

utgorith;" have been developed to predict gontact map of a protgin. Among those

;;tlr;;, machine learning algorithms have been widely used such as support vector
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machines (SVM). Machine learning is an artificial intelligent technique where it is a
scientific discipline that concern about design and development of algorithms that
allows computer to learn and evolve behaviours based on the empirical data. It learns

to recognize complex patterns thus make decision to gain useful output. In this
researcho SVM has been used and implemented. SVM is a supervised learning

method that analysed and recognize pattern for classification and regression. SVM
constructs a hyperplane or a set of hyperplanes in high or infrrite dimensional space

for classification and regression.
Since the prediction of protein contact map is significant in contributing the

three-dimensional structure prediction of protein, refer to the state of art of protein

contact map prediction, one of the main concerns is the performance issues of the so

many predictors for protein contact map. According to the CASP (Critical
Assessment of Techniques of Protein Sfiucture Prediction), the accuracy and the

coverage of the prediction of protein contact map still are low and performance varies

with the type of structwe of the tested protein. In fact, many of the predictors that had

been developed tend to predict different correct contacts with implementation of
different types of information obtained from protein such as protein profile, predicted

secondary structure, solvent accessibility and so forth. Therefore consensus

combination of predictors may lead to a better a@uracy in protein contact map

prediction. Until now, researchers still on going the rese:rch in protein contact map

prediction in order to enhance the predictor to obtain better and more accurate

prediction. Besides, challenges also faced during the prediction of long sequence with
many nonlocal contacts, non-local contacts had appeared to be a problem because the
global topology ofthe proteins is defined by nonJocal contacts (also known as long
range-contacts) but the methods developed so far are more accurate on local contacts

only [2].
This research concentrate in the performance related problem faced in the

protein contact map prediction and thus with the used of support vector machine
(SVIO method plus different combination of features, study and experiments have

been done in order to identify and determined the effectiveness of the features used in
the prediction.

In this paper, details regard to the dataset and the features used as well as the

methods are presented in section 2 while result analysis and discussions about the

results are presented in section 3. Conclusion ofthis researdt is presented in section 4.

Materials and Methods

2.1 Dataset

The dataset used in this research consist of 424 proteins and 48 proteins for both

training and testing set respectively. This dataset had been used in previously done

research [1] which consists of information regard to the particular protein such as

predicted secondary structure and predicted solvent accessibility generated from
SSpro [4], protein sequence, beta partaers as well as three-dimensional coordinates of
alpha carbon for each residue in the protein. The dataset is redundancy reduced where
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the pairwise sequence identity of two sequences is less than 25%. Fig.2 shows the

example format of one of the data entry in the dataset'

i;:'; ru,u; :.,; l,;:;,1 ;:,;;:;,, :,"; ;; i,,, t,;,,.,!""i,,

Fig. 2. Example ofthe dataset format

2.2 Input Features

This research is to construct different prediction models that consist of different

combination of features [1] in order to analyze and compare the effectiveness of the

features implemented in the prediction model. There are total of five different kinds

of features applied in this research which are local window feature, pairwise

information featwe, central segment window feature, segment average information

feature, and protein information feature. These features are consisting of diferent
information extracted from the dataset proteins including predicted secondary

structure and solvent accessibility as well as the amino acid composition of the

corresponding protein.
iocal window feature is a 9-residue window feature which centered at each

residue in each potential residue pair at which the distance of the residue in the pair is

not less than the separation value set. In this features, each position within the

window, there are 27 nputs which include 21 inputs for amino acids plus agap,3
inputs for predicted secondary structure (helix, coil, and sheet), 2 for the predicted

solvent accessibility (exposed and buried) and I for the entropy. So this feature will
have a size of486.

In pairwise information feature, for each pair of position (ii) in a multiple

sequence alignmen! 7 inputs are calculated, one input corresponds to the mutual

information of the profiles of the two positions Z*tPrrtlog(pw/(prcp1)), where ppl is

the empirical probability of residues (or gap) k and I appearing at the two positions i
and j simultaneously. While pp and pr refer to the probability of appearance of
residues k and I respectively. Another two inputs are computed using cosine and

correlation and one input for the amino acid type. Finally the last three inputs are

regard to the pairwise potential values from three different pairwise potentials which

are Levitt's pairwise potential [5], Jernigan's pairwise potential [6] and Braun's

pairwise potential [7] for the residue pairs in the target sequence. This feature has a

size of 16.

Third is the central segment window feature where this feature has a window
size of 5 which locate at the position of (i+j)12 which is the center of the potential

residue pair. For each position of the window, 27 inputs are used same as in the local

window features which are 21 for amino acids plus a gap,3 for predicted secondary

structure, 2 for predicted solvent accessibility, I for the enfopy. Therefore, cental

segment window featwe has a size of 135. Another similar feature which is segment

average information feature also using the information exfracted from the segment
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between the residue pair. This feature has a size of 42 and it consist the information
about the predicted secondary structure, solvent accessibility and the segment length
information. Lastly is the protein information feature. This feature has a size of 30.
In this featrne, the global amino acid composition, secondary stucture, and relative
solvent accessibility ofthe target sequence are calculated.

2.3 Construction of Prediction Models

This resemch combines different features into several combinations and used to
construct several prediction models. In order to compare and analyse the effectiveness
of the features and with the availability of high performance computers from Centre
of Information and Communication Technology (CICT) UTM, a total of ten
prediction models with different combination pairs of featwes are constructed. Table
1 shows the ten prediction models that constucted in this research.

Table 1. hediction models with corresponding features and size

Model Feaftres Size

Parrwise Infornation + Local Window 502

2 Pairwise Information + Central Sep.ent Window 151

3 Palrwise lnfomaion + Segrnent Averagp Information 58

4 Palrwise Infomation + kotein lnformation 46

Local Window + Central Segment Witrdow 621

6 Local Wlndow + Segment Average Information 528

7 Local Wrndow + Protein Information sl6
8 Cbntral Sep.ent Window + Sep.ent Average Informdion 177

9 Central Segnent Window + Protein Information 165

l0 Segment Average lnfbmdion + Protein Informdion 72

The process of the construction of the prediction models consists oftwo major steps:
Step L Generation of the SVM input for all the combination of features for the
haining set proteins. In this steps, corresponding inforrnation that needed are
generated according to the feature involved and result in generation ofan input data
with SVM compatible format. This process continues executed on the protein
sequence in the dataset and append to a single output file. Fig. 3 shows the process to
generate SVM input features file.
step 2. The svM compatible input files generated is then used in the SVM learning
process using SVM Light and generates the prediction models.

Fig. 3. Process ofgenerating SVM input features
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In this research, radial basis function (RBF) kernel is used in this research to

train the prediction models. The RBF kemel is used with the gamma parameter (y)

set to 0.0i5 which is same as the previous setting [3]. This is because this will ease

the comparison of the results later. The RBF kemel can be presented by following

K(x,Y) - s-rllx-rll2

2.4 Learning Using Support Vector Machine

Support vector machines (SVMs) are used to predict an input feature vector which

ur*"iut"a with a pair of residues to see if the two residues are in contact (positive) or

not (negative). SVM provides several of classification and regression method that

uses'liniar to non-linear way to solve corresponding problem which contol by the

kernel methods. Kernel methods or kernel functions can re-map the data points into a
-fiigfro 

A*"nsionality feature space solving the problem that are not solvable using

linear method.
One of the key property of kemel method is the embedding does not need to be

given in explicit zutit. bi"* a set of training data points, S = S+ u S- wheres+

iepresent thl positive samples and S- represent the negative samples, using the theory

of risk minimization, ,rrpiott vector machines leam a classification function f (x) as

follow wherea; are non-negative weights and b is the bias. K(x,x) is the kernel

method used, xi is the tainin g data points and x is the target data point that is

predicted to be positive or negative by taking the sign of f (x) '

f(x)= \a$(x,x)- I aiK(x,x)+b
r;€5+ x;€S-
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2.5 PerformanceMeasurement

In order to justiff the results obtained and the performance of the prediction models,

data are 
"o.np*id 

irmong the prediction models in terms of prediction performance.

In this research, the peifornrance is measured by accuracy and goyerage where

accuracy is the numbeiof correct predictions per total number of predictions; its value

sho*s ihe ability of the prediction model to get correct prediction out of the total

number of prediction. Higher accwacy implies that the model able to get more

correct prediction. Meanwhile for coverage is the number of correct predictions per

total number of true contacts. This parameter is similaf to the sensitivity, where it
shows the ability of the prediction model to identify true contagt1. Higher value of

sensitivity implies that the percentage of the hue contacts identified is high as well'

In this researih, both measurements are correlated to each other, if the accuracy of a

model is high; the coverage also shows high value. This means the model is efficient

in predict true contact out ofthe prediction.
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3 Results and Analysis

The performance of the constructed prediction models are evaluated by the comparing
the prediction to the tue contacts information. Measurement is done in terms of
accuracy and coverage where accuracy is defined as the total number of correct
prediction per total number of predictions while coverage is defined as the total
number of correct prediction per total number of tue contacts in the protein. The
overall accuracy results for all prediction models are shown in Table 2 while for the
coverage results are shown in Table 3.

Table2. Results from different prediction models (Accuracy)

Prorin TC Type
ACCIIRACY

Model I 2 Model 3 Model4 7 Modr Mo.lel I ,fdd.l I (

lcltA E9 95 ha o.oz3 ootl 0.1 80 o o23 0 023 otu oo21 0 135 0 0(n o 214

rc75A 7t 95 ha 0.1 70 o.l o33a o.oE5 o.239 o.352 ol o.2\x 0.o56 o-26t
ICQYA 99 225 beta 0.t t2 02UJ 0.1 0_0J 0.tvz ulJl OIEZ o.253 o-212 o.12t
IRMGA s8 2).O olR4 o 163 or02 0.07 0.255 0.265 o255 0.163 0.071 0.o71

IMWPA !,6 197 a+b o 135 o 010 o o52 o 063 o 146 0l04 o 125 o 135 0.052 0.042
IGzRA 94 26 a+b o394 0 106 o.t 70 o o53 o 223 o 362 o-426 o 138 ool I 0 041

lcxoA 143 2t a/b o.247 0.014 o.070 o ozt o 280 o 357 o280 o o35 o o21 0 021

IF4PA 147 293 alb 032n o088 0.0s4 0.06 o327 o374 U.26J o tf6 o.oz7 0.OzlE

AII{A 85 85 smrll oltS 00r2 or88 oom 0.235 n)u 0.059 03lE o.o t2 0.24't
lEIGA 46 59 small o 261 o o44 o 055 o o44 ol52 o 279 i 211 o o55 o000 0.065
IAAOA 63 o.t 15 0.089 o.lTt o 0(x) o 168 o 257 0l15 o230 o o44 0.rn

Table 3. Results from different prediction models (Coverage)

Protein Type COVERAGE
Model I Mod€l 2 Model3 Model4 Model5 Model6 Modet 7 Model 8 Model9 vlodel I (

I CTJA 89 95 alnhr 00211 ooll i58 0.021 0.021 0.1 l6 o.o2t 0.126 0.000 0.200
c75A 95 o.t26 o l05 0-2sl 0-063 o t79 o263 0lo5 o22 0.042 0.200

ICOYA I 225 beta o 076 o.t24 0.o5E o o22 0 084 0 058 0 080 ol o o0? 0.053
IBMGA 98 beta 0.082 o073 0.046 o.o32 0.1 14 0.1 ]E 0.t o o73 o o32 0.032
N,{WPA 191 a+b 0.066 0.005 0.025 0.031 u.0/l 0.0)l u.061 o.066 o.025 0 020
I(i2RA 126 a+b NN o 0?9 o 127 0.040 0.167 0.270 0318 0.103 0.0080 o o32
ICXOA t43 211 o 194 o 0lo o o47 0 014 0.lm 0.242 0.190 o.ou 0.014 0.014

I'4PA t47 2v3 ar'b o.1 60 o.o44 o.o27 o o3l o16/ 0 188 o 133 o 05R o otd o.ou
IAIHA 85 85 small 0.1 18 o012 0_188 o.o00 o 235 o 294 oo59 o 3t8 o 01) o.u7
lEIGA 6 59 small 0.2n3 o034 0.051 o.o34 0.1 0-1 E6 o.t70 o 05t o ofi) 0.05r
I AAOA 63 Dil{i 0.26 0,159 ol59 0.016 0J02 0.,16{t u.zw o.413 o.o79 oJta

Based on the results reviewed, and also based on the prediction performance
data shown in Table 2 and Table 3, accuracy of the contact map prediction is directly
correlated to the information or features integrated into the prediction model. This
can be seen in this research, the prediction results of model 4, model 9 and model 10
which integrating protein information features as one of the information to predict
contact map. However, the results obtained is very low in accuracy and performhnce
is not balance and consistent on all types of proteins. While for model 1, model 5,
model 6 and model 7, these models obtained good results among others. This can be
clearly seen by observing the average accuracy and coverage obtained as shown in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. These four models yielded overall consistent results throughout this
research, four of this model have a similarity where each of the models also
implemented local window information as one of the feature. This further implies the
effectiveness of the information of local window feature in distinguishing residue
contact from protein sequence. Based on the findings from previous researches,
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performance of the prediction is affected by the reliability of the information used
such as multiple sequence alignment, predicted secondary stucture, predicted solvent
accessibility and so forth.

Averqe Accuracy of all Pr€diction Models (blue)
and Prcvious Work Model (red)

0.50

0.40

0.30

0.10

000

Fig. 4. Average prediction accuracy of all models (blue) and previous work model (red)

Average Coverage of all Prcdiction Models (g€en)
end Prcvious Work Modet (red)

0.50

0.40

0.30

0.20

0.10

0.00

Fig. 5. Average coverage of all models (geen) and previous work model (red)

Based on Fig. 4, prediction model 6 manages to get accuracy near the accuracy
obtained by the previous work model done by Cheng and Baldi [3]. This shows the
sigrrificant of the features within the model especially the local window feature which
shows significan@ on model l, 5,and7. Besides, based on Fig.5, the coverage of
model 6 is very near to the coverage obtained by previous work model. This shows
that sigrificance of the features used in model 6 has a high recall rate on the true
contacts of the proteins.

Meanwhile, the performance affection in terms of effectiveness of the features
used to build the prediction models, the performance also affected by the type of the
proteins that used for testing. Fig. 6 shows the average accuracy of model l, 5, 6, 7
based on different types ofprotein structure ofthe tested proteins.
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Averrge Accuracy Based on Pmtein Stmcture for
Model 1,16,7

0.40

0.35

0.30

0.25

0.20

0.15

0.10

0.05

0.00

r Model I

I Model 5

r Model 6

I Model 7

Fig. 6. Average accuracy on different protein struchrc

According to Fig. 6, clearly shown that the types of structure such as beta, a+b,
and a/b tend to be predicted wittr higher accuracy. Refer to the research done
previously, the contacts that within beta-sheets are predicted with higher accuracy
than contacts that between alpha helix and a beta strands or b€tween a$ha helix [4, 8].
This is probably because of the sfong resfaints between beta-shands such as
hydrogen bond gives the increased accuracy. This are shown more clearly in Fig. 7
by average the accuracies obtained for all models based on different type ofstructure.

Average Accuracy on Differrnt Typ€s ofstructurc

0.40
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0.30
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0.20

0.15

0.10

0.05

0.00

Fig. 7. Average accuracy on differenttypes ofstructure

Conclusion

In this research, with the construction of the multiple prediction models with different
combination of features, effectiveness of the features that affect the performance of
the prediction are identified, and further improve the knowledge regard to the
effective information to be used in protein residue contact prediction. In order to
furttrer s increase the accuracy of the predictions for all kind of proteins, a more
informative feature of proteins is needed even combination of informative features
that able to distinct the contacts among residues. This research had shown that the use
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of local window feature in the prediction model yield decent results among others,
while in other hand, this research also shown that combination of local window
feature and segment average information (model 6) produce balance results among all
structures. By the identification of these information, by combining others effective
features with the one shown in this research, it is believed that this can help to
improve the accuracy ofthe prediction.
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